GIS Technician

Davis Demographics, with offices in Riverside California, Dallas Texas and Scottsdale Arizona, is interviewing GIS Technicians. Davis Demographics utilizes Esri GIS for providing a wide range of demographic planning studies and software products to public K-12 school districts. We are a growing company, currently serving over 350 school districts throughout 42 states. Davis has been incorporated for over 25 years and was awarded the 2005 and 2010 Esri Business Partner of Year for the California, Nevada, and Hawaii region.

**Job Description:**

Under the direction of Project Managers, responsibilities will include the collection of various types of data for developing and updating our GIS planning databases, geocoding databases with ArcGIS, Story Map Creation, and other tasks that may arise. This is an excellent opportunity to gain GIS experience with a leading K12 demographic, GIS, and software company.

The GIS Technician is a paid position that will offer $20/hr. (w/ benefits after 90-days).

**Qualifications:**

1) Degree in GIS  
2) Experience in ArcGIS Suite (ArcMAP/ArcPRO)  
3) Some knowledge editing  
4) Some knowledge building geocode services (locators) and geocoding addresses  
5) Familiar with ArcGIS Online  
6) Good communication and telephone skills.  
7) Proficient in map making.

Please email the following to info@davisdemographics.com with a subject line of “GIS Technician”:

1) Resume  
2) Portfolio of any GIS related projects (examples: Story Maps, work in AGO, Maps)  
3) References

Davis Demographics  
Toll-Free 888.337.4471  
Twitter: @DavisDemo | Facebook: @DavisDemographics  
Linkedin: www.linkedin.com/company/davisdemographics